Flaw detection and characterization with thermographic techniques in graphite polymer composites are often limited by localized variations in the thermographic response. Variations in properties such as acceptable porosity, fiber volume content and surface polymer thickness result in variations in the thermal response that in general cause significant variations in the initial thermal response. These result in a "noise" floor that increases the difficulty of detecting and characterizing deeper flaws. A method is presented for computationally removing a significant amount of the "noise" from near surface porosity by diffusing the early time response, then subtracting it from subsequent responses. Simulations of the thermal response of a composite are utilized in defining the limitations of the technique. This method for reducing the data is shown to give considerable improvement characterizing both the size and depth of damage. Examples are shown for data acquired on specimens with fabricated delaminations and impact damage.
INTRODUCTION
Thermography has been shown to be an effective method of rapid inspection of large carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite structures. Increased utilization of composites in commercial and military aircraft increases the need for viable inspection techniques for ensuring aircraft safety and reliability. Thermography has been shown to have great potential for detection of delaminations in CFRP composites [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Efforts have included a variety of heating and data reduction techniques to improve the detectability and assessment of the size and depth of delaminations. Thermography is particularly effective in cases where the delamination is close to the inspected surface in a single sided inspection or if an inspection can be performed where one side of the specimen is heated and the in thermal response is measured from the opposite side.
Single sided inspections of composites have some difficulty detecting delaminations which are deeper than one half of the thickness of the composite. This is not an inherent limitation of the thermographic technique, since it is possible to detect 5% material loss in aluminum plates. For thermographic inspection, there are two significant differences between detecting material loss in metals and detecting delaminations in composites. The first is material loss which is similar to flat bottom holes and does not have the thin air gap. The air gap has a thermal contact resistance that allows heat to cross from the upper surface to the lower surface, therefore the thermal contrast over the delamination is not as large as material loss. A second factor that increases the difficulty of detecting delaminations in composites is the inherent inhomogeneities in the composites such as small spatial variations in fiber volume content or porosity. These inhomogeneities cause spatial variation in the thermal response of the composites, causing a higher "noise" floor in the measurement that is not present for a homogeneous metal plate. The evolution of the thermal response of the material noise is calculated from a numerical solution of equation 1, using an initial condition of T xy (x,y,t 0 ) which is the measured thermal response at some relatively early time (typically the first image where the imager is not saturated after flash). The surface temperature is evolved with the finite difference equation
where i is the time step, m and n are the indexes of the pixel of interest in the thermal image and
where τ is the finite difference time step and h is the pixel spacing in the thermal response. To ensure solution stability for the estimated thermal response, r is set to 0.5 [6] .
To predict future thermal responses of the small near surface material variations from initial responses, equation 5 is applied to transform an initial image. Multiple time steps are typically calculated by an algorithm implementing equation 5 to create a time series of images. A region of the image, where it is assumed that there is no flaw, is compared to the same region on the calculated time series to find the best match based on a least squared linear fit pixel by pixel. The member of the time series of the calculated response that best matches the measured response in that region is used to correct the entire measured response.
APPLICATION OF METHOD TO SIMULATION RESULTS
To illustrate that the method could estimate the thermal response of a small subsurface flaw, a 2D finite element routine was used to estimate the thermal response for a small near surface void in a homogeneous block. The void was 0.01 cm x 0.01 cm air filled and placed 0.01 cm below surface. The size of the block was 1 cm wide and 0.3 cm thick. A simulated 0.01 sec impulse heat flux was applied at surface. The material thermal diffusivity was 0.005 cm 2 /sec. The simulated results indicated the heat diffuses around the void and does not significantly perturb the heat flow. Profiles of the thermal response across the void at select times are shown with dashed lines in Fig. 2 . The nominal temporal temperature response has been subtracted to improve the visibility of the void. As is expected, the perturbation due to the void both decreases and spatially expands with time.
The temperature profiles from the two dimensional finite element simulation were used to estimate the surface temperature for a long thin void in a thin plate. In Fig. 2 , the solid lines are the difference between finite element simulation profiles and the profiles estimated from using multiple iterations of equation 5, using the temperature profile at 0.033 seconds as the initial temperature profile. As can be seen from the figure, the effect of the small void can be mostly removed using the estimated thermal response. The number of iterations required to find the best match at any time during the simulation is shown in figure 3 . Ideally, there would be a linear relationship between the number of iterations required for the best match and the simulation time, however, since the in-plane and surface normal responses are not truly separable as is assumed in equation 2, it is reasonable that there is not a linear relationship in this figure. Also, shown in the figure is a quadratic fit of these points. Using the initial slope of this fit, it is possible from the spacing of the pixels and the known time steps to estimate the diffusivity from this plot using equation 6. This results in an estimate of the in-plane diffusivity for the simulation of 0.0048 cm 2 /sec that is in good agreement with the 0.0049 cm 2 /sec input to the simulation. 
THERMOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
A commercially available computer controlled flash thermography system was used to perform measurements on composite specimens. The system consists of an infrared (IR) imager with a 320 x 256 sensor array of IndiumAntimonide elements and two 4800-Joule xenon photographic flash tubes mounted in a hood to contain and focus the flash. The hood is 36.8 cm wide by 26.7 cm deep by 40.6 cm tall and is configured such that the IR camera views the inspection surface directly. The flash produces a flash energy density of approximately 7 joules per square centimeter at the mouth of the hood. The flash lamps provide a uniform illumination of within 10% across an area of 25 cm x 33 cm of a flat reference standard at the mouth of the hood. ualization of th es across the n he figure, the n mpact damage he noise reduct source of the n en in Fig 2. , w or all times wi ly two or more The number of iterations required to find the best match at any time during the data set is shown in figure 7 . Ideally, once again, there would be a linear relationship between the number of iterations required for the best match and the simulation time, however, since the in-plane and surface responses are not truly separable as is assumed in equation 2, it is reasonable that there is not a linear relationship in this figure. Also, shown in the figure is a quadratic fit of these points. Using the initial slope of this fit, it is possible from the known spacing of the pixels and the known time steps to estimate the in-plane diffusivity from this plot using equation 6, which results in an estimate of the in-plane diffusivity for the simulation of 0.0096 cm 2 /sec which is larger than the measured through the thickness diffusivity of 0.0049 cm 2 /sec, as would be expected for the thermal diffusivity in the direction of the carbon fibers. Both the asdisplayed is the possibilit response (lef case with the this effect a delamination all of the del 70% of the t linearly set th Figure 10 following
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